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HST Servicing Mission 4
‣ Launched May 11, 2009.
‣ Required 5 space walks.
‣ Repaired two existing instruments.
‣ Installed 6 new gyroscopes.
‣ Replaced batteries.
‣ Installed two new instruments:
‣ Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS).
‣ Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3).
‣ UV/IR Filter Range 200nm-1700nm.
‣ 15-20 times better than NICMOS  
in near IR.
‣ 35 times better than ACS in IR.
‣ .05 arcsec resolution.
WFC3: Photo source www.nasa.gov
HST mission source hubblesite.org
Filter source: www.stsci.edu
Resolution Increase
Average SF history down to z=7
τ = 70 Myr
τ ∼ 100 Myr
Average SF history
down to z=8 down to z=9
τ ∼ 60− 100 Myr
Abstract:
Recent upgrades to the Hubble Space Telescope have given observers their deepest look into 
our Universe yet, seeing nearly 13 billion years into the past.  This new observational data has 
presented those of us that use simulations to study the early Universe a benchmark 
opportunity to evaluate the ability of these codes to reproduce the photometric properties 
being observed.  Establishing this agreement allows us to probe deeper into the physical 
properties such as mass, star formation histories and star formation rates of these early 
galaxies.  This research lays the ground work for examining the contribution of primordial 
galaxies to the re-ionization of the Universe.
Motivation:
Methods:
Galaxy Evolution:
Color-Color selection and UV luminosity plots agree well with observed data points for all runs and redshifts.  
Schechter fits to the UV luminosity functions show a steeper than expected faint end slope, indicating that as 
observations probe deeper with the next generation of telescopes, many more small objects may be detected.
Recent publications have suggested that utilization of stellar population synthesis models that do not account 
for nebular emission lines may led to under estimation of star formation rates.
Evolution in both mass, luminosity and star formation can clearly be see during this epoch.  Higher specific 
star formation rates at earlier redshifts indicate these objects were much more efficient at star formation.
On average star formation histories show smooth exponential growth in the early Universe.  Upon further 
inspection of the most massive galaxies we find they have bursty, possibly merger driven histories.
Examination of the duty cycle can give insight into how often objects at a particular mass and redshift are 
“switched on”.
Conclusions on z≥6 galaxies
• Simulated galaxies satisfy the color-color criteria at z≥6 (just as well as z=3-5).
•  UV LF agrees well with obs. w/ modest extinction.
•  Very steep evolving LF faint end slope α < -2.00.
•  SFR ~ exp(t/τ) at z>6;          τ ~ 60-200 Myr
•  Episodic, bursty SF histories -- mergers
•  For given M* z=8 galaxies have higher SSFR and therefore higher duty cycle.
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